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This sudden scream really shocked everyone.
Li Nian retracted his hand in an instant, only to see a burn mark in the palm of his hand.
“Li Nianyi, what’s the matter?” Wen Ren Tianqing asked.
Li Nian thought about it a hundred times at a time, and bit the bullet and said, “It’s nothing, I was not
careful just now. I will pay attention this time.”
Wen Ren Qingqing and others showed a surprised look.
accidentally?
Can you burn your hand accidentally?
Or did the reason appear in Wiliam’s blood crystal?
Wenren looked at Wiliam with affection, but saw that Wiliam smiled without saying a word.
Li Nianyi took a deep breath.
He vigorously slammed his entire body into his palm, and then slowly grabbed the blood crystal from
the bone.
This time, the Earth Bone Blood Crystal was touched smoothly by him.
He was refreshed!
It’s done!
There is no sign of burning from the Earthbone Blood Crystal this time!
And just when he was excited to grab the blood crystal from the bones of earth, he suddenly showed
an extremely solemn expression.
Can’t catch it?
The blood crystal of the earth bones seemed to have a mighty force, and remained motionless on the
table.
But one thing is strange.
If the bones and blood crystals were so heavy, this wooden table would have been crushed long ago.
The table is good.

“Li Nianyi, what’s the matter?” Wen Ren Tianqing asked again.
He watched this kid grind on one side for a long time, and gradually became impatient.
“No, nothing happened.” Li Nianyi said quickly.
His heart became anxious.
He dared not tell the people at the scene that he couldn’t even pick up a small blood crystal.
Isn’t this a joke?
His face flushed red, his whole body swelled again, and he tried to grab the blood crystals from the
bones.
As strong as Li Nianyi, this whole body gathers energy, enough to open the mountain and crack the
ground!
However, the bone and blood crystal did not move.
Two minutes passed.
They could even hear Li Nian’s low roar!
They even saw Li Nianyi’s bruises exposed, and her body trembling slightly.
Everyone realized that something was wrong.
What is Li Nianyi doing?
Wen Renqingqing suddenly looked at Wiliam at this time, and a flash of lightning flashed through his
mind!
There was a look of astonishment on her face!
original!
This kid’s post trick is waiting here!
Do not!
It is not so much a late move, it is better to say that there is no move to win!
He should know the mystery of the Earth Bone Blood Crystal!
I know for sure!
Before the battle for fame was about to begin, the old man Qingfeng introduced it!
The texture of the blood crystals of the bones of the earth is strong or weak, and the weak can be
taken by everyone.
And strong!

It weighs more than ten thousand catties!
And his own blood and arrogance will last for thousands of years, and if you force it, it will be bitten
back and the bones are gone.
Everyone should know this mystery.
However, for so many years, no one has taken this statement to heart.
Because for so many years, there has never been a very high-quality earth bone blood crystal.
Ordinary or slightly better quality Earth Bone Blood Crystals, if there is resistance, they will be forcibly
suppressed.
However, the blood crystals on Wiliam’s body were different!
My father also said just now. not over, !
This piece of bone and blood crystal is alive!
Not chaotic spiritual awareness, but active spiritual awareness!
This piece of earth bone blood crystal chose Wiliam in the active spiritual sense, so how could it easily
change hands!
Therefore, Wiliam was not afraid that someone could take away the blood crystal from this earth.
This was the confidence he had just let go of this piece of earth bone and blood crystal.
And he also slapped these greedy guys in the face again by giving up the blood crystals.
Even in the end, no one could shake the blood crystal of the earth bone, he could only stand up,
pretending to be aggrieved, and reluctantly accepted the blood crystal of the earth bone.
He earned fame and slapped everyone in the face.
It’s so special and stand up again!
Wen Renqing wanted to understand these Xiao Jiujiu, the whole person didn’t know what to feel.
This dog’s ability to calculate is so powerful.
Also, he played all the sects in the palm of his hand in the fight for fame.
Now let alone a fragrant flower draining blood.
Thinking of this, Wen Renqing began to sympathize with Li Nian who was still struggling at the scene.
It’s been tricked too badly.
It is simply crushing bullying.

Seeing Renqingxin with a dazed expression, Wenrenqing hurriedly told her what she had just wanted
to understand.
Wenren listened with enthusiasm.
Wiliam is still that Wiliam!
Wiliam who couldn’t help but not be here!
“Li Nianyi! What the hell is going on!” Wen Ren Tianyi couldn’t help it, and asked sharply.
Li Nian’s face turned into a bitter melon color, and said bitterly, “I, I can’t pick up this piece of blood
crystal…”
“What?” The people at the scene were stunned.
The most talented young generation of Xianghualixue does not even have the strength to pick up the
blood crystals of the earth bones?
Shameful, right?
Everyone looked at Li Nianyi with weird eyes.
“This bone and blood crystal is a bit weird! It’s too heavy.” Li Nianyi quickly explained.
“Cut, I think you are weak and can’t handle like a rookie?” Some jealous young people immediately
went down and said.
Li Nian’s face flushed, and he shouted: “You do it, you come!”
“I’ll come as long as I come!” A person jumped out, reaching out and grabbing the blood crystals from
the bones.
However, the ending was exactly the same as Li Nian, and the blood crystals of the bones had never
been moved.
“I’m coming!” Someone stood up and tried to go over with the ideal of luck.
However, the people at the scene were dumbfounded.
A dozen people tried it in a row, and no one could pick up the blood crystal.
The atmosphere on the scene became weird.
They just watched Wiliam take out the blood crystals from the bones and put them on the table.
It means that this kid can hold it.
But why can’t others?
Could it be that so many people are no better than a low-level kid?
Envy breeds in everyone’s hearts.

” Wiliam! What did you move on the Bone Blood Crystal! Are you looking for death?” Li Nian pointed a
spear at Wiliam.
Wiliam smiled slightly, “I am in a low level, where can I use my hands and feet? Besides, if I do my
hands and feet, you guys won’t be able to see it? Even if I do it, you still can’t crack it?”
Fatal three consecutive questions.
The people present, especially Li Nian, were speechless.
So angry!
Feeling despised.
I want to refute, but utterly confessed.
It’s not very harmful and very insulting!
This kid must be watching everyone’s jokes.
Wen Ren Qingxin heartily grinned and laughed directly, no matter what the feelings of everyone
present were in their hearts.
Wenren Qingqing returned to his cold and arrogant appearance, sitting and watching the jokes.
Wen Ren Tianqing glanced at Wiliam and said loudly: “I do know that some earth bones and blood
crystals contain spiritual consciousness, which can weigh more than a thousand times. However, in
front of me, it is just a man’s arm as a car.”
He stood up slowly and said to Li Nianyi: “Li Nianyi, keep your mind and calm down.”
“Next, I’ll help you by myself!”

